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The Eight Standards for 
Mathematical Practice

Standard 1:  Make sense of problems and persevere in 

solving them.  

Standard 2:  Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

Standard 3:  Construct viable arguments and critique the 
reasoning of others.

Standard 4:  Model with mathematics.

Standard 5:  Use appropriate tools strategically.

Standard 6:  Attend to precision.

Standard 7:  Look for and make use of structure.

Standard 8:  Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning.





Questioning

http://padlet.com/wall/sparkman2


I Choose

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY2mRM4i6tY


http://padlet.com/wall/sparkman


What is Rigor?
“Students should have frequent 

opportunities to formulate, grapple 
with, talk about and solve complex 

problems that require a significant 
amount of effort and should then be 

encouraged to reflect on their 
thinking.” 

NCTM (2000) Principles and Standards



Webb’s 
Depth of 

Knowledge



When I hear….
There is a difference 
between difficulty and 
complexity, I think….



DOK Is NOT about Difficulty

Difficulty is a reference to how many 
students answer a question correctly.

How many of you know 
the definition of

dissolve?



DOK Is NOT about Difficulty

Difficulty is a reference to how many 
students answer a question correctly.

How many of you know 
the definition of

evinces?



Rigor Vs. Difficulty



Web’s DOK Levels



DOK Is About Depth and 

Complexity – Not Difficulty

The intended student learning outcome 
determines the DOK level.  What mental 

processing must occur?

While verbs may appear to 
point to a DOK level, it is what 
comes after the verb that is 

the best indicator of the 
rigor/DOK level.



DOK Is About Depth and 

Complexity – Not Difficulty

Describe the process of photosynthesis.

Describe/Explain the steps in long division

Describe how the two political parties are 
alike and different.

Describe the most significant effect of 
WWII on the nations of Europe.



DOK Is NOT…

Determined by verb choice

The same as difficulty level

Going up a grade level



Lunch



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN9LZ3ojnxY


Dr. Bice’s
5 

Absolutes



Dr. Bice’s Absolutes…



So how do we get 
there?



Critical 
Areas

AKA Focus 
Standards









Website

http://yolandaepp.weebly.com/


Plan and 
Collaborate


